
Ii.LEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello again. This is Ii.lex Tetteh-Lartey with another edition of 
Arts and Africa. Today we take a look at some of the traditional cloths 
of Africa, from East to West and even a rather novel use for cloth, which 
unfortunately has died out in Africa now. We've heard before on Arts 
and Africa about the beautiful exhibition of African teY"tiles at the Museum 
of Mankind in London,well this still continues but now every week people 
who have studied various types of African cloth c. ,~me to tell audience,3, 
mainl1 of young people, how it is made or dyed, or what it is used for. 
One of those is Doig Simmonds who used to work in Nigeria as a museum 
curator. He developed an interest in indigo-dyed cloth, known a8 Ad.ire 
cloth in Nigeria and he explained to Anne Bolsover what exactly Adire 
cloth is. 

DOIG SIMMONDS 

It is a cloth made to be worn and dyed with patterns created by 
resist methods of c.lying, which can be divided into four, cJ.oth can be 
sown and folded and then sown into clumps and differeLt groups of clot:1 
can be made into patterns like this just simply by sewing it and t~,en 
this cloth is dyed in vats of •.. cJ.tive indigo, which is got from plants. 
Another way of creating designs ·is to use a stencil and theu you use 
cassava paste which is a carbohydrate paste squeezed through the ster.cil 
to make a pattern, or you can do free-har.d pattGrns by painting straight 
onto the cloth with cassava paint and that way is the frP.est way of making 
designs and it is the way in which designs can be developed and changed 
from one artist to another. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

How is the actual dye made? 

DOIG SIMMONDS 

The dye is made from indigo plants, of which there are several 
varieties in Niger_ia and the plant really releases the blue :olour partly 
through bacterial action and partly through oxidisation in the air, so that 
the leaf is taken from the plant and pounded in a morter and that pounding 
process crushes the juice out of the leaf and this juice turns blu.E: ; _and 
it can tnke up to three weeks, according to some of our informancs to actually 
complete a design and then the dying process will take several days really 
of dipping and drying and dipping and drying and then hanging on the 
line, and then finally if its a starch-resist design all the starch has 
to be picked off by :~and and that can be extremely tedious and take a 
good few days to finish. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Are men or women inv,·lved in the process? 
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DOIG SIMMONDS. 

In Southern Nigeria and most of the southern parts of West Africa, 
Sierra Leone and Senegal, -the hi~).;.ly patterned cloths .are usually 
the work of women but 1i:p in the North. you do get dying of . cloths ~i th 
the dyi~g pr;oqess _d.one by men and that is ._1;:sually not patterned cloth 
but simply dyed ·and then men are involved in cutting the stencils and 
in the use of sewing machines because metal-work tends to belong to 
men. 

iL.!\JNE BOLSOVER 

Are the designs very structured, I mean, all over Nigeria are there 
similar types of designs or is there rcom for people to try out their 
ovm designs.? 

DOIG SIMMONDS 

Well someone, somewhere starts a tradition in the use of symbols 
and then it becomes a fashion and then everybody ,,rants to copy that 
fashion and there is, for example, a famous Jubilee Cloth which derived 
from the Jubilee of King George V and Queen Mary in 1935 and the central 
design of that was taken from the medalion which is one the Jubilee mugs _ 
and from flags, Union Jack flags and so on. And these have b~en built 
in too. very structured form of cloth in that you can't call a king 
cloth a "King Cloth" unless its got this medallion on it and sirnilo.rly a 
famous cloth which originated in Ibadan rou.~d about the same sort of time 9 

can't be called 11 Iba.-!andu.11 which is whrt it's ,.•alled and means "Ibadan 
is sweet", it can•t be called that without showing the pillars of 
Marpo Hall which is a big ·: •1ildtng in the middle · of Ibadan. You can 1t 
call that cloth with that name unless the pillars are there 1 so there is 
a structure, but the structure is evolved from a large l.ibrary of ideas 
und the library of ideas tends to swop between one cloth and another. 
You cnn take certain elements out of an'~badandu" cloth and put them 
into something else. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

And it's interesting that Adire cloth, traditionally a poo~ man's 
cloth became very fashionable in the '60's and has remained so. It can 
be seen at the most sophisticated parties, probably as a symbol of 
growing ~fricun nationalism. East Africa also has it's traditional 
cloth-mnk~ng. Bruce Kent is a Senior Lecturer in Art and Design at 
Dartington College of ~rt in the South-West of England and he has closely 
studied the bark-cloth mnkers of Uganda. Barkcloth is a kind of felted 
fabric made from the bark of a tree and is used in traditional ceremonies 
connected with initiations or funerals, and also sometlmes as ~lathing. 
Barkcloth trees - abou~ 12 feet high and 12 to 15 inches in circumference 
grm,, in pl.o.n tatio:ris around the villages and the barkcloth maker .•Till 
cut the bcrk off the tree in one pi ace, :-:'oll it up and let it dry 
overnight. The tree he has taken the bark from is proter.ted with bandages 
of large banana leaves until its bare trunk can be exposed to the su.~ 
and in this way the bnrk from the tree can be used again and again. But 
how is the bark turned into cloth? Bruce Kent explnined to Anne 
Bolsover. 
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BRUCE KENT 

You take out the bark and lay it across a bruia.na plantain stem, 
nnd this is the first process in the long business of actually making it 
into cloth. t:e 3crapes the scum that's formed off the skin of the bark, 
takes away the roughness makes the surface soft, then he'll set himself 
up in a little shelter which he 1 s got near the house, which is where 
the main work of beating the bark is done. And this is a five hour 
job, where he seats himself on the ground and in the ground from one end 
of the shelter to the other is set a trunk of a specially shaped tree, 
very hard wood, a~d he uses this as a bench or an anvil on which to beat 
the cloth, or bent the bark with his mallet, and he begins to do this 
seated on the floor pa.ssing the bark across the surface of the anvil and 
gradually, little by little beating a little bit at a tj_me in perfect 
and even rhyth~, he spreads the fibre of the bark sideways so that the 
cloth begins to grow and the bark grows wider as he beats it. Part of the 
process also involves rolling the -Jloth, rolling the bark, its in a fairly 
soggy, wet fragile state while he's beating it and he may have ' to rest 
from time to time to allow the cloth to dry off a bit, otherwise it might 
just fall to pieces in his hands. So tts a work of several hours, but 
he keeps tapping and beating away ctnd in the pauses between9 he might sharper: 
his mallet or take some food until the work of stretching the fibres, 
felting it out into a thin sheet of cloth is complete. If its a big 
sheet of cloth he 111 need other people to help him and bark-c:oth makers 
may work together in groups to assist each other when the size becomes too 
great foY.' one man. When the beating is finished, he'll lay the cloth 
out in the sun and peg it down to stop the wind blowing it away in the 
sun on the ground c.nd the action of the sun will dry it, but it will also 
deepen its colour to a rich red-brown which is much loved nnd much 
sought after • 

. " .. NNE BOLSOVER 

What does the cloth feel like when its finished, is it quite 
hard wearing? 

BRUCE KENT 

There ar~ two very distinct qu~lities of cloth, or several 
qualities, but the two main ones are a coarse tough cloth which is used 
in everyday purposes, such as partitioning in houses, and things of that 
kind, and then there's the much more delicate soft finely struct~red 
cloth which is used in ceremonies and as clothing. It isn':t hard w~aring 
really, ~hether its coarse or fine, but it does have a strange streng~h 
to it which one wouldn't expect in seeing how very thin it is when it's 
made. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Is it mainly made by men? 
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BRUCE KENT 

It's made entirely by men in East Jurica and, in fact, it's very 
much taboo for the women to have anything to do with it. 

Al\1NE BOLSOVER 

Is bark cloth making a very old tradition? 

BRUCE KENT 

Yes. It's origins are not very clear, it's certainly been 
practised in East Africa and in Uganda particularly, for a very long 
time and had its Y-ind of heyday in the late eighteenth~ early nineteenth 
century nnd -vms the main source for the making of cloth as clothing before 
the coming of imported European fabric such as cotton. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Is bnrk cloth making very much a money-making concern? 

BRUCE KENT 

No. I think it is fair to say that of all the trD.di tio~ml c1 afts, 
it has lea.st to do with the economy and most to do with the culture of 
Uganda and a barL~cloth maker would, in fact, earn very little ,noney. 
Although he has to make a living, that wouldn't be his prime cnnern, 
his prime concern would be for the prod1:.cticn of high quality cloth. He 
might well have another job that he did for part of the time and, in 
fact, one met syndicntes of bark-cloth makers who were drivera, taxi 
drivers, butchers and so on, the 0raft of bark-cloth making although an 
imµ:, rto.nt and flourishi:1.g one was not the breadwinner. 

ALEX T~TTEH-LARTEY 

But cloth has not always been used as a garment. As early as the 
11th century, cloth money was common throughout .Africa and was used as o. 
subsidiary curre:i:1.cy as late as the 1930 1 s. Marion Johnson is a Re::sarch 
Fellow in the Centre for West African Studies at the Univeraity of 
Birmingham and she told An:.1.e Bolsover about the different types of cloth 
used as money. 

l\lTJffiION JOHN$0N 

The Congo cloth was n J.'afia cloth, it was much finer than that 
m5.ght suggest, but it was made on a loom rather like rug-loom or n mnt
loom. The East Afr:.ca.n cloth was made on a fixed-head or ground loom 
nnd that was a rcther coarse and very off-white cloth which seems to 
ho.ve gone totally out of use. The West Africe.n cloth and the cloth across 
the whole width of Africn i.'ID.S woven on looms which were basically the same 
as the European and Indian hand looms, pedal looms. 
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fJ\TNE BOLSOVER 

Did the same people who wove cloth for wearing, for clothos~ weave 
cloth-money as well? 

MA::'tION JOHNSON 

Yes, as far as I can make out they did, except in certain 
specialised cases where you have court weavers or weavers who specialised 
in a particular typE of cloth, mostly a weav9r could tu1·n his hand either 
to the cheap o.nd or(inary money cloth or any 'Jther sort. 

AN'NE BOLSOVER -
What kind of things was cloth-money used to buy? 

M/1.~ION JOHNSON 

Oh, more or less anything in the market. I mean you got price 
lists in certnin markets fo:c what you could buy wi.th so · . many strips ~ 
going clo\'m to vego.to.bles and up to quite e}.rpensi.ve i terns. But i:f you 
were going to buy a penny,.vorth of goods for the stew, then you would 
use a single strip of cloth, about six feet long. 

t .NNE BOLSOVER 
. ·m h ,_,. 

Well cloth isn't all that difficult to carry. The West African 
strip cloth was normally carried, normally rolled into a great wheel and 
then you could carry it on your head, o~ if you had a donkey you could 
sling a wheel on each side and then you could measure your lEngth of 
cloth off the wheel. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I still think paper money and coins are simpler. J\.nd that ends 
this week ts ecli tion of Arts nnd Africa and this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey 
saying goodbye. 


